Backend & Platform Services

Clients seeking end-to-end development services want to reduce their project risk by ensuring their apps are well-designed, performant, and once in production, stable, fast, and flexible. By partnering with Formidable’s backend service experts, companies are able to rapidly scale to meet business goals while employing the latest technologies and techniques. We design and build modern production applications and infrastructures for some of the world’s largest enterprises.

WHY WE DO IT
Backend and platform services are the supportive foundations of modern businesses. They cannot fail. High traffic / high performance applications are our forte. And we support them with reliable, flexible, and bulletproof cloud infrastructures.

WHY CHOOSE US
Formidable engineers pair extensive expertise with enthusiastic explorations of new technologies to build cutting-edge platforms at scale. We understand the complexities of the cloud infrastructure landscape and excel at picking the best tool(s) for the job. Whether it’s Docker, serverless, or something completely bespoke, our engineers design and automate scalable systems to improve developer productivity and allow your business to focus on creating value for your customers.

PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
- Node.js applications
- Data persistence
- Messaging
- CI / CD
- Testing

LANGUAGE / FRAMEWORKS
- Node.js
- JavaScript, TypeScript
- Express, Hapi
- GraphQL
- React

CLOUD ARCHITECTURE SERVICES
- Fault tolerant, self-healing systems
- Canary & blue / green deployments
- Production monitoring / alerting / logging / analysis
- Auto-scaling
- Load balancing

LANGUAGE / FRAMEWORKS
- Kubernetes / Helm
- Terraform / CloudFormation
- Docker
- API Gateway / Lambda / serverless

WANT MORE?
To see our open source libraries, case studies, or to learn more, go to formidable.com

WANT TO JOIN OUR TEAM?
Visit formidable.com/careers to view open positions.